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  “A Right Sort of Man”: Gender, Class 

Identity, and Social Reform in 

Late-Victorian Britain 

                Th e Education Act of 1870 (a.k.a the “Forster Act”) marked a watershed in 

the history of the Victorian state. With its passage, England fi nally joined 

the other major European states in their adoption of public elementary 

schooling for all children.  1   Th e act divided the country into 2,500 school 

districts, each to have a governing school board elected by local ratepayers. 

At both the national and local levels, however, there was great concern 

over the government’s expanded role in the home, over the fate of Eng-

land’s extensive parochial school system, and over whether elementary 

schooling should be paid for directly by parents or indirectly through 

taxes. Some measure of compelling attendance was also deemed necessary, 

particularly for the poorest of England’s working classes, by those across 

the socioeconomic spectrum who supported universal primary education.  2   

Th e newly elected school boards were therefore authorized to create their 

own bylaws regarding school fees and the mechanisms of compulsion in 

their districts. 

 Because of a lack of consensus among policymakers on the education 

issue, school fees were not eliminated until 1891, and compulsory atten-

dance did not become national policy until 1880. In a nation where Liberal 

   I would like to thank Margot Finn and Anna Clark for their comments on earlier 

versions of this article, and Donald Critchlow and the anonymous readers at the  Journal 

of Policy History  for their comments on its fi nal iteration.   
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ideals and the right of individuals to be free from government interfer-

ence were widely championed, compulsion was an especially problematic 

subject, and not one that the members of the fi rst School Board for London 

(LSB) approached lightly.  3   Most members of the board agreed that they 

should maintain as much continuity as possible between the established 

traditions of voluntary philanthropy in London’s working-class districts 

and the new, state-sponsored educational reform. To that end, in 1871, the 

LSB committee tasked with laying a blueprint for enforcing the laws on 

compulsory education strongly recommended that the board should hire 

“women who have had experience in similar work” as London’s first offi-

cial School Attendance Officers (i.e., truant officers).  4   The justification 

for this recommendation was twofold. First, since these officers would be 

dealing with parents on issues involving childrearing, the work was “most 

fitly dealt with by women,” and second, they argued that middle-class 

women with previous experience in domestic reform “will be the least 

likely to incite resistance” from working-class mothers.  5   At the launch of 

compulsory schooling, the LSB had clearly defined the enforcement of the 

new regulations as women’s work. 

 Th e initial reaction to the committee’s suggestion was mixed. Among the 

fi rst cohort of School Attendance Offi  cers (a.k.a. “School Board Visitors,” or 

simply “Visitors”) in London, men and women were almost equally repre-

sented. In 1871, for example, the Lambeth Division of the LSB hired four 

women and four men as Visitors; the former were paid £50 per annum, the 

latter, £80.  6   From an initial gender parity in 1871–72, the numbers of women 

serving as London School Attendance Offi  cers declined rapidly. In May 1872, 

more than half of the London Visitors (25 of 47) were women, but by 1874, 

two of the largest school board divisions in London had no female Visitors at 

all.  7   Th e number of female SAOs in the metropolis as a whole dropped dra-

matically over the course of the decade, and this pattern would be repeated 

across Britain.  8   

 Th e exclusion of women from the profession of School Attendance 

Offi  cer complicates the picture of late-Victorian social policy as it has been 

drawn by recent historians. Seth Koven and Sonya Michel have both empha-

sized how the development of the welfare state and, in particular, state policy 

on children’s welfare, were arenas where women played an increasingly 

prominent role.  9   Th e masculinization of the SAOs profession thus ran con-

trary to the general trend of women’s employment in the fi eld of education 

and of their involvement, albeit largely at a local level, in the Victorian state. 
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Previous historians have pointed to the expansion of the English government—

and the expansion of the state educational apparatus in particular—during 

the Victorian era as a phenomenon that opened the doors of opportunity 

(however tentative) for women’s employment as professionals, though they 

have also shown how women were oft en excluded from positions of authority 

within the state educational system.  10   Th e primary focus of such scholarship 

has usually been on the exclusion of women from the higher levels of educa-

tional organization, such as from the elected membership of school boards 

and from Her Majesty’s Inspectors of Schools. Th e transformation of school 

attendance work into an almost exclusively male preserve demonstrates how 

women were also systematically excluded from even the lowest levels of the 

state education system. Since such a career could have been open to women 

of modest social, economic, and educational backgrounds, this exclusion was 

highly signifi cant. Not every woman could aspire to be a school board member 

or an HMI, but the formal qualifi cations required for the position of School 

Attendance Offi  cer were not extensive.  11   

 Th e success of male SAOs and their immediate superiors, the district 

superintendents, in excluding women from their profession was dependent 

on their assertion of masculine domestic moral authority and their redefi ni-

tion of social reform from a voluntary, “personal” activity appropriate for 

women to a professional, bureaucratic endeavor for which only men were 

suitable. Th is process entailed the exclusion of middle-class women from this 

arena of organized state reform and the blaming of working-class mothers for 

the alleged moral decline of working-class homes that made such reforms 

necessary.  12   To put it simply, according to local administrators and the agents 

who executed policy, women were the root cause of social ills that they were 

inherently incapable of ameliorating. 

 In addition to revealing how the expansion of the Victorian state, even as it 

provided new opportunities for women, helped institutionalize their exclusion 

from other professional roles, the eff orts by SAOs and their superiors to mascu-

linize their profession provide valuable insights into the relationship between 

gender, class, and morality and into the nature of lower-middle-class identity in 

this period. Historians are still in the process of reconstructing the social and 

cultural history of the lower middle class, and the gender history of this elusive 

segment of Victorian society remains among its least-understood aspects.  13   

Recently, scholars of this period have begun to recognize the vital role that 

masculinity played in the lives of lower-middle-class men.  14   Victorian masculinity 

was an ideal that lower-middle-class men, who oft en found employment as 

clerks and in other jobs on the bottom rung of those deemed by middle-class 
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observers to be appropriate for the educated and respectable, found particularly 

diffi  cult to attain in the public eye. 

 Domesticity, as John Tosh has pointed out, was central to middle-class 

ideals of masculinity.  15   Th e most serious public challenge to lower-middle-

class masculinity was found in satire and public caricature that portrayed 

lower-middle-class men as weak and attributed this weakness to “women’s 

control of the domestic sphere.”  16   But, this ideal of middle-class male domestic 

authority that SAOs adopted in their profession fi t uneasily with the patterns 

of working-class life, as Ellen Ross and Anna Davin have emphasized.  17   

And the “masculine” approach to social reform, which emphasized coercion 

and bureaucratic order, was poorly suited to the social complexities of atten-

dance work. Among SAOs, who were challenged to work in what the LSB 

initially conceived to be a feminized sphere of activity and one in which the 

methods popularized by women’s voluntary reform ultimately proved more 

eff ective, issues of masculinity, femininity, and their relation to class identity 

took on considerable urgency. 

 To categorize SAOs fi rmly as lower-middle-class is itself problematic, 

both because the cohort was not well defi ned and because an SAO’s salary, 

social background, and work environment all existed in the liminal space 

between the working and middle classes. Th e men who became SAOs were 

more likely to be drawn from the ranks of policemen, soldiers, and artisans 

than they were from the ranks of Victorian clerks. If their social origins were 

most commonly working class, the identity they built for themselves, which 

focused on morality, education, professional association, and the drawing of 

a strong distinction between themselves and the ranks of laborers, was closer 

to a middle-class ideal. Regardless of their oft en modest social origins, it is 

clear that the SAOs  aspired  to be recognized as part of the white-collar work-

force. It is for this reason that, according to the journal of their national asso-

ciation, the enforcement of the compulsory attendance laws was “not the 

work of artizans, but men of education.”  18   

 SAOs’ eff orts to defi ne their work as being “professional” therefore illu-

minate the fl uidity of class and gender identities and their relationship to mo-

rality and domesticity in Victorian England. Th eir public eff orts to establish 

their class status and masculinity in relation to public duty and the alleged 

moral progress of English society were central to their broader eff ort to defi ne 

themselves and their social position in Victorian society. Th e wider historical 

implications of their efforts lie in their demonstration of how class and 

gender were constructed and contested categories, and in their support of 

Patrick Joyce’s argument that such discursive constructions of self through 
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the medium of public narrative were essential to both working-class and 

middle-class identity in this period.  19   

 Th e campaign waged by SAOs and their superintendents to establish 

the former’s work as an exclusively male preserve also underscores some of 

the essential tensions operating within late-Victorian social reform. Among 

the most important were the construction of a fi rm distinction between 

compulsory state reform and voluntary reform or charity, and debates over 

the effi  cacy of coercion versus persuasive tactics. Underlying these debates 

was the more fundamental contrast between the elevation of a “masculine” 

approach to reform, which stressed bureaucratic tactics, legal methods, 

professionalism, and an assertive moral authority, on the one hand, and the 

concurrent deprecation of a “feminine” approach that advocated personal 

contact with the working class and sought to bridge the distance between 

classes in Victorian society, on the other. In these debates, men had a con-

siderable advantage because the structure of the Victorian state education 

system ensured that their voices would dominate most public discussions 

and policy decisions.  20   

 Th is did not mean, however, that the masculine approach to social reform 

would be unanimously championed. Male state agents ultimately found that 

the methods developed by voluntary female reformers were oft en more prac-

tical and, equally important, more supportive of their attempts to fashion a 

positive professional image for themselves than was the more coercive, im-

personal, masculine approach championed by their superiors. For the SAOs, 

the dilemma of how to work in a traditionally feminine sphere while estab-

lishing a masculine identity set the context for their eff orts to defi ne them-

selves as professionals, to work eff ectively, and to gain the respect of both 

those above them in the social hierarchy and of those below them. It is only 

against the backdrop of these tensions—between volunteerism and profes-

sionalism, between persuasive tactics and coercive tactics, and, lastly, between 

self-consciously “feminine” and “masculine” models of social reform—that 

the signifi cance of the SAOs and their role in the late-Victorian state becomes 

clear. My focus in this article will be on London, both because its large and 

infl uential municipal education system oft en set the precedent for policy 

throughout the nation and because its location in the economic, political, and 

cultural capital lent its educational affairs a public prominence that those 

of other major British cities lacked. But, since the policy issues debated in 

London had a national resonance, and since those who debated them oft en 

drew upon experiences from across the nation in their arguments, I have 

incorporated evidence from other urban areas when appropriate. 
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 Th e initial cohort of London Visitors faced a daunting task. Th eir fi rst step 

was to compile accurate records of how many school-age children there were 

in their divisions. Once that had been done, the job of monitoring school at-

tendance itself began. SAOs worked in conjunction with school teachers to 

track the attendance (or nonattendance) of every school-age child in the me-

tropolis. If any child on the compiled rolls failed to attend school consistently 

over a period that could range from a few weeks to a few months, depending 

on the size and location of the school division, the local SAO issued a warning 

to the father. Sustained absence prompted a summons for the father to appear 

before the offi  cials of the local attendance committee to explain his child’s 

absence. If the child still failed to attend the mandatory number of times each 

week, the Visitor or their superintendent could then apply to the local magis-

trate for a court summons against the father. Th e decision to fi ne the parent, 

to postpone the issue until the parent had time to ameliorate their child’s atten-

dance, or to dismiss the case outright rested in the hands of the magistrate, who 

would carefully weigh the evidence given by the Visitor or their district super-

intendent against any arguments put forth by the parent. Th e report given in 

the initial years of educational compulsion by one SAO from Reading, a town 

to the west of London, gives some idea of how much work the job entailed:

  Gentlemen - I must respectfully report that it has been necessary 

for me, in the past month, to give parents 111 notices to send 239 

children to school; 177 being irregular (four regular ones being 

included in the notices for preventative reasons), and fi ft y-nine 

non-attendants.  . . .  I have conferred with 229 children in the streets; 

this duty being almost stultifi ed by frequent holidays from various 

causes: “inspections,” “examinations,” and “decoration of rooms” 

preparatory thereto, and want of unanimity with reference to Whit-

suntide, &c. Children are averse to attend aft er and previous to such 

relaxations. I have visited 243 homes of children; the public schools 

fi ft y-three times; receiving therefrom 343 irregular children’s names. 

 . . .  I have also during the past month referred fi ft y cases to the 

Destitute Children’s Aid Society.  21    

  And this was the work of only a single month! 

 When interviewed by LSB members in 1874, the district superinten-

dents of Visitors gave a variety of arguments for why, contrary to the board’s 

initial recommendations, women were not suitable for the duties described 

above. Most of their objections focused on the two aspects of the Visitors’ 

work that diff erentiated it most strongly from that of private, volunteer 
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reformers—taking an informal census of all children in a neighborhood 

(“scheduling”) and the prosecution of school attendance cases in the local 

courts.  22   One superintendent said simply that “cases sometimes occur which 

they [female Visitors] cannot deal with, and hence they need the assistance 

of male Visitors.”  23   Th e most revealing response came from the superinten-

dent for the Marylebone Division, who wrote that he “had six [female visi-

tors] to look aft er. (a) they are not physically capable of the really hard work. 

(b) they do not carry the same  weight  or  authority  as a right sort of man. 

(c) they are given to too much talk—too fond of argument. (d) I have reason 

to think they have, now and then, ‘pet aversions.’ (e) Th ey do not look well 

as ‘ Offi  cers of the Board ’ in Police Courts, and frequently prove too much.”  24   

In eff ect, the Marylebone superintendent had taken the very characteristics 

that, according to the LSB’s initial findings, had made women seem so 

suitable as attendance offi  cers and portrayed them instead as liabilities. In 

particular, their proclivity for conversation and debate and their unob-

trusive bearing were held up as disadvantages in the execution of the atten-

dance laws. 

 It is tempting to attribute the contradictory views on women’s suitability 

as SAOs to the gender politics of the London state education apparatus. Both 

the LSB and the attendance committees drawn from it had included prominent 

supporters of women’s rights—Emilie Davies and Elizabeth Garrett, for ex-

ample, were both elected to the fi rst LSB in 1870, while Rosamond Davenport 

Hill, Alice Westlake, and Edith Simcox were active members of the atten-

dance Bye-Laws Committee in the 1880s.  25   Th e majority of school board 

members, however, were men, as were most of the offi  cials of the bureaucratic 

hierarchy that extended from the boards up to the Education Department, 

which ultimately oversaw the entire state education system. At the level im-

mediately above the SAOs, moreover, there was not a single female District 

Superintendent of Visitors in all of London. Since the superintendents were 

responsible for monitoring the performance of the SAOs and for recom-

mending their continued employment or their release from service, their 

opinions carried great weight in staffi  ng decisions. Th is pattern of increasing 

male predominance in management and a concurrent lessening of female 

authority and independence in attendance work fi ts in with a general trend, 

beginning in midcentury, in the transfer of social reform from a voluntary 

enterprise to a state-run aff air.  26   

 Th e tensions between the superintendents and the board and committee 

members who were staunch advocates of women’s active participation in 

public aff airs were certainly apparent in the debates over whether men or 
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women were more suitable for employment as Visitors. Th ose who opposed 

women Visitors also insisted that there were fundamental diff erences between 

voluntary and state-sponsored reform. Th e social position of SAOs and that 

of women volunteer philanthropists relative to the working class was a crucial 

consideration as well, one that aff ected both the arguments over the gen-

dering of attendance work and the Visitors’ own interpretations of their roles 

in working-class communities. Ironically, the justifi cation for women’s initial 

involvement in the nineteenth-century reform movement provided powerful 

ammunition to those who ideologically opposed their participation in state-

sponsored educational reform. Women’s contribution to voluntary reform 

had originally been presented as an extension of their roles in the domestic 

sphere. Voluntary social reform projects directed at “domestic” issues such as 

child welfare and health had allowed middle-class women to stake a claim in 

a public sphere where Victorian discourse otherwise gave men preeminence.  27   

By the time such enterprises began to come under state purview in the mid-

nineteenth century, middle-class women had already established consider-

able authority there, and could therefore contribute to the eff ort without 

transgressing gender expectations.  28   

 Even when working in the public sphere of reform, however, most 

middle-class Victorian women remained committed to the idea that the 

feminine character was inherently nurturing and empathetic. As the state 

became increasingly involved in these projects, women continued to advocate 

an approach that stressed sympathy, compassion, and personal contact, what 

Koven and Michel have described as a “maternalist” or “mothering” state.  29   

But in their efforts, they often found themselves at odds with the more 

bureaucratic, impersonal, and coercive approach advocated by male state 

agents.  30   The attitude taken by Sydney Turner, the first of Her Majesty’s 

Inspectors of reformatory schools, typified this contrast. Turner sharply 

derided the “sentimentality,” “petting,” and “indulgence” of the feminine ap-

proach to reform while praising the more eff ective “manly, straightforward, 

and strengthening tone” of the masculine mode.  31   

 When superintendents complained that women SAOs were “too fond of 

argument” and did not carry the same “weight and authority” as a man, they 

were mirroring the contrasts between masculine and feminine methods of 

reform articulated by their superiors and arguing that the latter was ineff ec-

tive in school attendance work. Superintendents also insisted that the key 

aspects of Visitors’ work, “scheduling” and the prosecution of the attendance 

laws in the local courts, were the two duties women were least capable of 

performing.  32   A good SAO, according to this view, would carry out his duties 
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using a masculine, impersonal, bureaucratic approach that depended on his 

offi  cial authority, the objective evidence of his attendance records, and legal 

coercion through the courts, rather than a feminine approach that focused on 

personal contact and extended discussions with parents. 

 Th e superintendents’ arguments on the role of Visitors as legal represen-

tatives, the necessity of coercive tactics, and the inadvisability of extended 

interaction between state agents and working-class men and women, were 

not wholly replicated in the attitudes of the Visitors themselves. Th e effi  cacy 

of the methods developed earlier within the context of volunteer female phi-

lanthropy became clear to the London SAOs over time. When they were 

interviewed by the LSB in 1891, Visitors, by then an almost exclusively male 

cohort, championed precisely those qualities and approaches that the super-

intendents had criticized fi ft een years earlier. Persuasion, communication, 

and an intimate knowledge of the character and circumstances of work-

ing-class parents, they argued, were the keys to success.  33   Indeed, some state-

ments by Visitors even echoed the rejection of bureaucratic, impersonal 

methods articulated earlier by middle-class women volunteers. In an article 

printed in the inaugural edition of the Visitors’ professional journal,  Th e 

School Attendance Offi  cer’s Gazette  (later renamed  Th e School Attendance 

Gazette ), one author wrote that the profession of SAO “has attracted into its 

ranks the men who, not content with performing their duties like machines, 

desire to work out [of] an ideal.”  34   Part of the motivation for such statements 

was Visitors’ assumptions that by emphasizing the moral dimensions of their 

work over its bureaucratic aspects, they would win greater respect, status, and 

remuneration from both their immediate superiors and the general public.  35   

 Th e use of judicial summonses against parents was another point of con-

tention. In contrast to superintendents’ emphasis on the importance of Visi-

tors’ roles as representatives of the state in local courts, many SAOs stressed 

that legal coercion should be avoided whenever possible and used only when 

the established approach of “moral persuasion” had failed.  36   SAOs and super-

intendents also diff ered in their general attitudes toward women in the courts. 

Th e former insisted that, in order to be eff ective, the laws on school atten-

dance should hold mothers as well as fathers accountable for a child’s school 

attendance. Superintendents, on the other hand, were consistent in their 

opposition to the presence of women in the courts, applying this view to both 

female SAOs and to working-class mothers. Rather than insisting that the 

law be changed to hold mothers legally accountable, the superintendents 

argued that the 1873 Act dealing with summary prosecution should be altered 

so that the accused (i.e., the father) could not send his wife to answer the 
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charges, but  had  to appear in person. He would therefore, upon conviction, 

promptly face any sentence handed down. 

 Despite superintendents’ assertions to the contrary, there were consider-

able parallels between the “feminine” approach of middle-class volunteers 

and how male SAOs engaged their work, and there seemed to have been no 

practical reason why women could not perform well as school attendance 

offi  cers. In several important ways, both the approach and motivations of 

SAOs mirrored those of their middle-class female predecessors in volunteer 

and amateur philanthropy. Th e “moralized” approach to reforming the 

working class, for example, was a prominent shared theme.  37   In particular, 

SAOs and the host of female District Nurses, Charity Organization Society 

agents, and settlement house workers all shared a deep commitment to sort-

ing the “deserving” from the “undeserving” in their work.  38   Th e opposition to 

alcohol was another common principle.  39   Likewise, both male SAOs and 

female social reformers were acutely aware of ethnicity and the obstacles that 

the cultural distance between themselves and their charges could pose to their 

reform eff orts.  40   Above all, SAOs and female social reformers shared an un-

wavering confi dence in the rightness of their cause and in the necessity of 

their presence as a positive moral infl uence in working-class neighborhoods. 

 Th e Visitors’ emphasis on morality was prominently demonstrated in 

their detailed descriptions of their districts, which were collected by Charles 

Booth’s assistants in 1886–87 as part of the research for  Life and Labour of the 

People of London . For “deserving” parents, the Visitors might lend a sympa-

thetic ear, describe them favorably in their reports, or even draw the attention 

of charities to their plight. Th e “undeserving” were vilifi ed in the Visitors’ 

reports and, when appropriate, were recommended for prosecution accord-

ing to the school attendance bylaws. It is ironic that Booth used the informa-

tion provided by the Visitors, men who frequently attributed poverty to moral 

causes and drunkenness, as evidence that poverty was largely the result of a 

labor market over which working-class Londoners had no control.  41   

 Refl ecting shift s in late-Victorian discourse on class and morality, the 

Visitors did not, as a rule, always argue that poverty was in and of itself a sign 

of moral degradation. In their eyes, a street, household, or individual could 

be poor but respectable.  42   Th ey were more concerned with the circumstances 

that led to such poverty, and made their judgments accordingly. To diff eren-

tiate between the “respectable” and the “rough,” the Visitors employed a series 

of commonly understood signs and terms. Among the most frequently used 

indicators of immorality were fi lth, the poor physical condition of homes, 

children in the streets, violence, and drunkenness.  43   Th e term “respectable,” 
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along with “decent” and “hard-working,” was ubiquitous in Visitors’ descrip-

tions of parents who conformed to their moral standards. In contrast, SAOs 

classifi ed those who violated their moral parameters as “dirty,” a “bad lot,” a 

“fi lthy lot,” or, perhaps the most common and damning, “poor … own acct. 

[i.e., by their own fault].”  44   Using physical metaphors to indicate moral fail-

ings was common among those who worked in the state educational system.  45   

Th e outwardly-visible fi lth and disorder mirrored an inner moral corruption, 

and cleanliness was likewise an indicator of respectability, hence the empha-

sis in girls’ education on housekeeping and laundry work.  46   

 Besides drawing on a common terminology of respectability to describe 

the moral status of working-class streets and households, SAOs and mid-

dle-class female volunteers also shared similar motivations for engaging in 

their work. Th e desire to legitimate their participation in the broader sphere 

of Victorian public life was a common cause for both groups. Likewise, the 

“heightened sense of individual worth” identifi ed by Seth Koven as an instru-

mental factor in middle-class women’s volunteer work was also part of the 

Visitors’ motivations.  47   But the disparity in gender and social position between 

the men who became SAOs and the middle-class women who worked in pri-

vate philanthropy prompted signifi cant diff erences in how the two groups 

engaged London’s working class. Th e confi dence with which middle-class 

women approached the reform of working-class households depended on 

their alleged moral superiority and assumed expertise in domestic aff airs.  48   

Beyond those assumptions, most middle-class reformers felt that social con-

tact alone between the middle class and the working class would have a posi-

tive eff ect on the latter.  49   Th is assumption was a natural outgrowth of Victorian 

discourses on the origins of poverty and immorality, which held that the 

social and geographic alienation of the working class from the middle and 

upper classes was a chief cause of these ills.  50   

 Th e diff erences between the SAOs’ approach to reform and that of their 

female middle-class predecessors lay not in a rejection of personal contact 

with the working class, but rather in the relative moral and social position 

from which, ideally, that contact would be made. Th e goal of many middle-class 

female reformers was to bridge the gap between themselves and their 

working-class subjects and, through that proximity, to morally uplift  them. 

SAOs, in contrast, went to great lengths to establish and maintain, both in 

action and public dialogue, a social  distance  from working-class parents.  51   

Unlike their female middle-class counterparts, furthermore, the SAOs 

never claimed to be advocates for the poor, nor did they seek to find 

common ground with them in their work. For almost every positive capacity 
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that Visitors ascribed to themselves—diligence, morality, sobriety, enthusi-

asm for education, compassion toward children—they argued that the con-

verse was prevalent among working-class parents. Such contrasts were 

essential to SAOs’ discursive construction of their class identity, since their 

claim to status as professionals was constantly being challenged from both 

above and below. 

 Th e eff ect that relative class identifi cation had on the dynamics of social 

reform was clearly evident in one of the SAO’s most signifi cant contributions 

to the late-Victorian discourse on class and poverty, which was their role in 

Charles Booth’s survey of the London poor. Th e information gained from the 

Visitors’ notebooks and interviews with the agents themselves formed the 

centerpiece of Booth’s study.  52   Just as the Visitors used their experiences 

among the poor as a touchstone for the establishment of their own class iden-

tity and moral status, so too did Booth use their information as support for 

his own conclusions about the nature of poverty, its causes, and possible ame-

liorations for it. Booth’s observations, like those of the Visitors, were drawn in 

the context of his own eff orts to identify his role in the reform project and his 

social position vis-à-vis working-class Londoners. Booth claimed that he was 

an empiricist and that he was seeking to avoid the dramatization of poor peo-

ple’s lives that was common in journalistic accounts.  53   It proved impossible, 

however, for Booth to rely on a source that was itself so heavily laden with 

moralized language without replicating it himself. Consequently, there were 

signifi cant parallels in how Booth and the Visitors described working-class 

households. One prominent example was Booth’s employment of the same 

indicators that the Visitors used to distinguish the “rough” from the “respect-

able,” house by house and street by street. 

 But, like female middle-class volunteers, Booth ultimately claimed a per-

sonal connection to the poor, and sought an intimacy with them that the 

SAOs tended to eschew. Whereas the Visitors used the working class as a 

moral foil against which they could defi ne themselves, Booth, operating from 

a more secure position in the social hierarchy, oft en expressed admiration for 

the qualities he found in his subjects. Some of the starkest contrasts were ap-

parent in their respective descriptions of parenting. Th e SAOs were almost 

unanimously critical of working-class childrearing and this particular failing 

served as the central justifi cation for their enforcement work. Good parents, 

their reasoning held, would send their children to school regularly, and the 

ubiquity of poor school attendance was therefore an indicator of the failings 

of working-class parenting. Booth wrote, conversely, that “the simple natural 

lives of working-class people tend to their own children’s happiness more 
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than the artifi cial complicated existence of the rich.”  54   He even claimed that 

the moral status of the parents did not necessarily translate into poor chil-

drearing, an argument that directly contradicted the claims of the SAOs.  55   

Booth sought connection where the SAOs maintained a distance, and his 

sympathetic tone and embracement of the moral complexities of working-

class life contrasted with the moral absolutes espoused by the Visitors.  56   

 Ultimately, Booth drew diff erent conclusions from the Visitors about the 

cause and character of poverty in London. Th e latter remained wedded to the 

mid-Victorian attitude that poverty was oft en the result of moral failings such 

as laziness or drunkenness, hence their constant, damning description of in-

numerable households as being impoverished through no fault but their own. 

Booth, in contrast, argued that poverty was caused primarily by lack of eco-

nomic opportunity.  57   On the other hand, Booth and the Visitors were in 

agreement over the ameliorative potential of compulsory education. Th e pos-

itive results of the policy, according to Booth, lay not in the transformation of 

working-class boys and girls from workers into scholars.  58   He claimed that 

the successes of compulsory education lay rather in the moral education of 

working-class children and their instruction in the practices that made one 

respectable, arguing that through these lessons the working class had been 

given the means to morally uplift  themselves. “Obedience to discipline and 

rules of proper behavior have been inculcated,” Booth wrote in praise of com-

pulsory education, “habits of order and cleanliness have been acquired; and 

from these habits self-respect arises.”  59   Th ese goals had been central to the 

arguments for compulsory education at its inception and remained prominent 

in the vision of both Visitors and their superintendents. 

 Charles Booth, even as he expressed his appreciation for Vistors’ dedica-

tion, was not the only authority in late-Victorian social reform who found 

himself at odds with their claims to moral expertise. In their attempts to forge 

a masculine, professional identity for themselves in the context of social 

reform and the Victorian state, SAOs also encountered considerable resis-

tance from within the bureaucracy that managed their eff orts. When asked by 

the London School Board to explain the defi ciencies in school attendance in 

his division, the superintendent of West Lambeth, for example, claimed that 

“the class of Visitors might be improved as some of the present staff  were not 

men to carry the weight and respect they should. Th e scale of salary should 

be increased, as the present remuneration would hardly secure a better class 

of men.”  60   

 Male Visitors were drawn primarily from the ranks of former soldiers, 

policemen, and artisans.  61   Men like Elias Eisenstadt, a poor Polish Jewish 
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immigrant who had once made a living by selling scrounged goods from a 

handcart, or David Parry, a former coal miner, could hardly be recognized by 

their superiors as being morally qualifi ed on account of their class back-

ground.  62   Nor could Daniel Gerrard, the vice president of the Visitors’ na-

tional organization, claim to possess the same domestic knowledge as a 

middle-class female volunteer. His domestic experience consisted of his up-

bringing in an orphanage and his work as a chimney sweep.  63   

 In response to the doubts expressed about their fi tness for duty, Visitors 

laid claim to a moral authority founded on masculinity rather than on class 

position. Th e foil in this eff ort was working-class mothers, whom the Visitors 

portrayed as ignorant, neglectful, and selfi sh. According to Visitors, the moral 

decline of the working-class home was attributable specifi cally to the failures 

of working-class  female  domesticity. Th is focus on mothers’ habits and behav-

ior was yet another aspect of the Visitors’ work inherited from the tradition 

of volunteer female philanthropy.  64   With working-class fathers’ authority in 

the home circumscribed by long working hours and an alleged ignorance of 

domestic aff airs, only the intervention of male domestic authority in the form 

of the Visitors could resuscitate the degraded moral atmosphere of the house-

hold, the Visitors claimed. Th e pages of the  Gazette  were fi lled with stories, 

cartoons, and mock editorials that ridiculed working-class mothers, portray-

ing them as greedy, deceptive women who had no desire to see their children 

educated and who treated the Visitors’ eff orts with scorn, hostility, and even 

threats of violence (see  Fig. 1 ).     

 One constant criticism leveled by the Visitors was that parents, and in 

particular mothers, were far more concerned with the wages their children 

could bring in than they were with securing for them the long-term benefi ts 

of education. Witness the fi ctional conversation reported by one Visitor in 

the very fi rst issue of the  Gazette :

   Offi  cer, scheduling: “How old is John?”  

  Mother: “Well, I don’t exactly know.”  

  Offi  cer: “But surely you have some idea.”  

   Mother: “Well, the nearest I can tell you is, that he was twelve [i.e., of 

working age] last fruitin’ time.”  65      

 As an eff ective counter to the degenerate state of working-class women’s 

domesticity, the Visitors depicted themselves as paragons of masculine moral 

virtue, worthy—or even superior—successors to the middle-class volunteers 

who, in previous decades, had reformed their charges through the moral au-

thority granted by their class position and the domestic knowledge associated 
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with their gender. Surrounded by the moral degradation of urban poverty, 

the Visitors claimed to maintain their authority through their adherence to 

a strict and unforgiving code of masculine moral conduct. As one author 

instructed his colleagues:

   Be free from the taint of intoxicating liquors, tobacco, and snuff .  

   Educate yourself in the work; master its details and be watchful of 

opportunities.  

  Be neat in appearance, punctual in attendance, zealous in your duty.  

   Be energetic and ambitious in your eff orts; work with your head as well 

as hands.  

   Be honest in your intentions; kind, cheerful, courteous, and prudent in 

your dealings with teachers, parents, and children.  

  Be frank when expedient, and reticent when essential.  66      

 “Charged with the special duty of invading the vilest haunts of debauchery, 

immorality, and crime,” another author wrote, it was the Visitors’ dedication 

to duty and his moral rectitude in the face of thorough degradation that 

 Fig. 1.        “Th e Challenge,”  Th e School Attendance Gazette , August 1902.    
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allowed him to “fairly claim to be the greatest social reformer that has appeared 

in the present age.”  67   

 Not surprisingly, the idealized image of the Visitor laid out in the pages 

of the  Gazette  possessed the selfsame qualities that the immoral parents they 

described had lacked. Whereas the parents the Visitors wrote about for the 

Booth project were oft en “dirty,” the Visitors were “neat”; where they were 

“drunk,” Visitors were “free from the taint of intoxicating liquors”; and where 

the parents were “lazy” or “poor on own account,” Visitors were “energetic,” 

“ambitious,” and “punctual.” Unlike the middle-class observers who deployed 

these terms, however, Visitors argued that these characteristics of respect-

ability were essentially male. Or, to be exact, that even if their female counter-

parts in “visiting” (professional or voluntary) possessed them, theirs was a 

passive morality that was ineff ectual outside the confi nes of the home, hence 

the statement by the Marylebone superintendent that women lacked both the 

physical capacity and, more importantly, the “weight” and “authority” 

necessary for the hazardous task of reforming the working class.  68   

 Th e most conspicuous representation of SAOs’ masculine morality could 

be found in the biographical sketches published in the  School Attendance 

Gazette . Th ese biographies celebrated prominent members of the School 

Attendance Offi  cers’ National Association (SAONA) who had, through dili-

gence and virtue, uplift ed themselves from modest or even impoverished 

origins. Th e authors of the articles presented the lives of the SAOs as struggles 

against adversity, struggles that had proven their dedication to education 

and their worthiness to vanguard the moral reform of the working class. Th e 

image of the self-made man who had struggled from modest beginnings to 

achieve a position of respect and even admiration in society was an essential 

element of lower-middle-class identity—an identity that the SAOs were 

self-consciously seeking to adopt—in Victorian England.  69   Th e biographers 

and eulogists of the  Gazette  ascribed an almost mythic power to personal 

ambition and perseverance. Even the most impoverished background and 

tragic family circumstances, the stories in the  Gazette  suggested, could be 

overcome through dedication, fortitude, and character. 

 Among the most prominent of the SAOs profi led in the  Gazette  was 

Daniel H. Gerrard, the vice president of the SAONA. Although Gerrard even-

tually settled in Glasgow, he had been born in Norfolk in 1849. Aft er losing 

his father, a policeman, during a riot, Gerrard became a ward of the state.  70   He 

spent the next fi ve years in an orphan’s home in Norfolk, where he received 

only the most basic academic instruction. By the time Gerrard left  the or-

phanage at the age of eight, he had “barely [mastered] the alphabet and words 
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of one and two syllables.” Gerrard was given over by the orphanage to a fi rm 

of chimney sweepers, whose owners had chosen him from among the other 

boys “as being most suitable on account of his slender build.” He remained 

with this fi rm until the age of eighteen, when “his desire to make headway in 

life” prompted him to pursue a distinctly masculine career path, that of a 

soldier. Aft er mustering out of the army, where he completed his education of 

his own volition at the regimental school, Gerrard accepted a position as an 

SAO in 1876. Summarizing the personal journey, thus far, of Daniel Gerrard, 

the author of the biography wrote, “His life is a record of triumphs over diffi  -

culties. To start under such unfortunate circumstances, and yet achieve a po-

sition of honor and infl uence, to have earned the respect and esteem of those 

above and below him in station, is a record his colleagues are proud of.” 

 At fi rst, Gerrard, an orphaned chimney sweeper turned soldier, who was 

nearly illiterate as a child, seems to have had little in common with Th omas Salter, 

an SAO from Bristol, whose biography appeared in the December 1902 issue of 

the  Gazette . Salter had “commenced to read the Bible at a very early age,” and was 

described by the biographer as a “scholar.”  71   He had attended a voluntary elemen-

tary school and later a boarding school near Kingswood. Upon closer examina-

tion, however, we learn that Salter’s father, like Gerrard’s, was from a modest 

social background—Salter’s father was a builder. Before he became an SAO, Salter 

had worked in his father’s trade as a carpenter. Th e author also tells us that Salter 

was connected with “various clubs, societies, and associations.” Indeed, it was his 

“advocation of the ‘rights and just demands of his colleagues’” as a member of the 

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners, an organization that Salter had 

joined immediately aft er its inauguration, that fi rst brought him to the attention 

of the chairman of the Bristol School Board.  72   In July 1872, the Bristol board 

“induced [Salter] to become a School Attendance Offi  cer.” 

 Th e men who became SAOs came from a broad range of socioeconomic 

backgrounds, from the poorest of laborers to white-collar clerical workers. 

David Parry, of the Dudley School Board, started work in the coal mines of his 

hometown at the age of eight.  73   William Spencley, by contrast, was employed as 

a clerk before he began work for the Birmingham School Board.  74   T. W. Taylor 

served as an assistant master at schools in Leeds, Exeter, and Bristol, while Elias 

Eisenstadt, the poor Polish immigrant, made his fi rst pence in his new country 

by “acquiring various saleable articles which he carried around for sale in the 

city of Hull and its neighbourhood.”  75   Although military service, as historian 

David Rubinstein has suggested, was common among SAOs, in the men pro-

fi led by the  Gazette  an artisanal background was also frequent.  76   If there was 

a universal character to the employment of the men who became SAOs, it 
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was that they all came to the position not as their fi rst occupation, but as the last 

stage in what was oft en a long and varied employment history. Visitors, 

according to these biographies, oft en demonstrated a high level of economic 

independence and extensive occupational experience. Both would have been 

almost impossible to realize for a woman operating within the boundaries of 

Victorian gender roles. Stephen York, for example, had worked as a plasterer, a 

boot maker, and an auctioneer’s clerk before becoming a SAO.  77   

 Although their clerical duties required SAOs, especially those working in 

urban environments, to be literate and to possess a solid grasp of basic math-

ematics, the profi les in the  Gazette  oft en described men whose initial experi-

ence of formal schooling had been quite limited. Th e early education of John 

Frost, like Daniel Gerrard’s, had been brief and diffi  cult. “His father dying 

while he was quite young,” his eulogy tells us, “he received little education; 

having to leave school at a very early age and assist in supporting his widowed 

mother and young family.”  78   Frost was determined, however, not to remain 

illiterate. “He has stated,” the biographer recorded, “that he never learnt to 

read or write until he was seventeen years of age, when he attended the Sunday 

School of the New Church Society (Swedenborgonian), Bath, for the express 

purpose of improving his education.” Th e obituary also emphasized that 

Frost’s interest in developing his education continued throughout his later 

life. Th e author of the piece related how, within a few days of beginning his 

work as an SAO, Frost observed a colleague using shorthand and immedi-

ately set about to learn the skill himself and, aft er diligent application, even-

tually became a qualifi ed instructor of others.  79   

 Th e struggle against adversity, which biographers described as being 

commonplace in the lives of the men who eventually became SAOs, could 

take many forms, but none was more exemplary than that of Elias Eisen-

stadt. His biographical sketch took the form of a pilgrimage from poverty 

and apostasy to faith and professional renown. As a young Jew, Eisenstadt 

arrived in Hull in 1865, “friendless, with slender means, ignorant of a word 

of English, and only 21 years of age.”  80   Eisenstadt’s troubles, the  Gazette  

writes, were compounded by a somewhat precipitous religious conversion. 

Aft er reading a Christian pamphlet printed in Hebrew, “he declared him-

self a Christian, and from that time became ostracised by his own nation-

ality, thus becoming in a double sense a stranger in a strange land.”  81   While 

eking out a living as a door-to-door hawker, selling whatever he could 

scrounge, Eisenstadt was counseled by a kindly missionary to go to London, 

“where he would fi nd a refuge and employment for Converted Jews.” Th e 

sense that one is being presented with a parable as much as a biography is 
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compounded when one reads that “his [Eisenstadt’s] stock of money was so 

slender that his only means of making the journey from Hull to London was 

on foot.” Eisenstadt arrived safely in London, thanks to the hospitality of 

those he met on the road, and secured work as a bookbinder. Aft er writing a 

book called “Th e Bible in the Workshop,” which was published in 1863 

(a scant seven years aft er his arrival in Hull as a penniless Polish immigrant), 

Eisenstadt left  his trade to become a City Missionary and was appointed as 

an SAO later that year. He went on to become the president of the London 

branch of the SAONA in 1891. Th e ultimate recognition of Eisenstadt’s 

achievements came in 1892, when the U.S. Department of the Interior, “in 

consideration of his distinguished services in the fi eld of education,” invited 

him to attend the World’s Congress on Education in Chicago as the hon-

orary vice president of the Department Congress of Elementary Education. 

 It is hardly surprising that a journal devoted to the work of School Atten-

dance Officers should emphasize the commitment of its subscribers to 

education. Some aspects of the  Gazette ’s focus on education, however, are 

particularly worth noting. Th e biographical sketches of the SAOs emphasized 

that these men had educated themselves voluntarily and oft en in the face of 

considerable adversity. Th e  Gazette  did not typically present the profi les of 

men who had enjoyed the economic luxury of pursuing full-time education 

beyond the elementary level, but rather wrote oft en of individuals who had 

worked industriously at their jobs  and , at the same time, had continued their 

education whenever the opportunity arose. Th e biography of Stephen York 

typifi ed this image of the hard-working man who remained devoted to his 

own education. As the  Gazette  wrote, “Not content with merely taking steps 

to earn his daily bread, Mr. York during these years took advantage of the 

facilities off ered by science and art classes and University Extension Lectures 

to add to his knowledge of useful arts and sciences.”  82   

 Th e overall impression conveyed by the biographies found in the  Gazette  

was that the SAOs were all men for whom, against considerable odds, educa-

tion had been an eff ective means for self-improvement. In particular, their 

stories emphasized the power of education to overcome the economic and 

social disadvantages faced by many of these men in their youth. Th is emphasis 

resonated with the common tendency among policymakers, school offi  cials, 

and working-class parents to link the issues of compulsory school attendance 

with children’s labor. By repeatedly demonstrating the redemptive power of ed-

ucation in even the most desperate economic circumstances, the editors of the 

 Gazette  were implicitly arguing that education was not a hindrance to economic 

self-improvement but, on the contrary, a powerful encouragement to it. Th e 
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biographical sketches found in the  Gazette  served to counter the argument, 

common among those opposed to compulsion, that labor was more necessary 

and benefi cial for working-class children than education was. Th ey demon-

strated the long-term practical benefi ts of education, regardless of the sacrifi ce 

required, for even the poorest of Britain’s children. 

 Th e emphasis on the long-term benefi ts of education, as exemplifi ed by 

the SAOs profi led in the  Gazette , also served as a moral defense against those 

who criticized the attendance offi  cers for their interference in private life and 

for their willing participation in a system of state coercion. Th e biographical 

sketches in the  Gazette  justifi ed the SAOs’ work based on a weighing of long-

term economic benefi t over short-term need. As with the female volunteers 

that preceded them in the work of “visiting” working-class homes, the SAOs 

defended their intrusion into the home and their violation of the cherished 

principles of “English liberty” with the argument that such measures were 

necessary for the ultimate good of the family, the community, and the nation.  83   

 Th e  Gazette  biographies revealed life narratives that were also unassail-

ably masculine. Th ey emphasized the manly qualities of perseverance (i.e., 

“grit”), physical fortitude, and independence as the central characteristics of 

the men who became SAOs. Th eir paths to the profession were facilitated by 

their participation in trade organizations, private educational clubs, military 

service, benevolent societies, and a host of other opportunities for self-im-

provement and social networking that, almost without exception, excluded 

women.  84   Visiting was a masculine profession, these biographies implied, 

because only a man possessed the necessary qualities and could, through dil-

igent application of them, take advantage of all available opportunities to 

raise his moral, social, and economic status via participation in all-male asso-

ciations and activities. 

 Despite their concerted campaign of self-validation, the moral and social 

status of SAOs remained tenuous in the eyes of many, and they were harshly 

criticized by school teachers, middle-class social reformers, and working-

class parents alike. As the lowest rung in the hierarchy of the state education 

system, they were oft en made the scapegoats by those who portrayed state 

social reform as a “tyranny” deeply antithetical to English ideals.  85   Lambast-

ing the work of the Visitors, one such critic suggested that “the attendance 

prowlers should be stuff ed down a sewer.”  86   Visitors responded with their 

own criticisms of teachers and Poor Law Guardians—as with their working-

class subjects, the most common tactic was to assume the moral high ground, 

arguing that the Visitors themselves were the only group truly concerned 

with the welfare of their charges. One article in the  Gazette  publicly accused 
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teachers of being immoral, “mercenary,” and unconcerned with the 

well-being of the children in their care.  87   “Th ere are many teachers,” the Vis-

itor claimed, “who fail to take the least interest, other than a pecuniary one, 

in their calling.” When attendance fl agged in such circumstances, the author 

wrote, these Head Teachers, would “straightaway proceed to blacken the rep-

utation of the attendance offi  cer, for they seem to imagine that the fault lies 

with the unlucky offi  cial, and that if they can get him removed to another 

place, they may be more fortunate in turning his successor into a very useful 

lacquey [ sic ].” Another Visitor used the Booth interviews as an opportunity to 

broadcast his criticism of the Poor Law Guardians and their workhouse 

system. Mr. Bruce, a Shoreditch Visitor, described the Guardians as bullies 

who threatened poor widows into giving up their homes and entering the 

workhouse with their families.  88   According to him, the relieving offi  cers were 

taking the easy way out. Rather than using “moral suasion” to reform work-

ing-class homes, as many Visitors advocated, they simply dismantled it, thus 

burdening the ratepayers with permanent charity cases and dooming the 

families themselves to irrevocable penury. 

 Meeting resistance to their methods, criticism of their work, and doubts 

about their authority from many directions, SAOs also sought other ways to 

successfully masculinize their profession. One very direct tactic was to deny 

women SAOs access to the resources and networking provided by their pro-

fessional organization, the School Attendance Offi  cers’ National Association 

(f. 1884). It is not clear whether women were denied entrance altogether or 

were accepted but not allowed to participate in association events, such as the 

numerous regional conferences hosted throughout the 1880s and 1890s. What 

is apparent is that the voice of female attendance offi  cers was entirely absent 

from the  Gazette , the offi  cial paper of the association. Not a single article 

authored by a woman ever appeared prominently in the journal. Women’s 

primary roles in its pages were as the objects of satire, most commonly in the 

numerous cartoons lampooning the ignorance, obstinacy, or naïveté of working-

class mothers (see  Fig. 2 ). Th e only other female voice in the  Gazette  was the fi c-

tional author (in fact a man) of the regular column “Sum Edjukashonal Topix,” 

which, with its atrocious misspellings and comically obtuse reasoning, was itself 

a vehicle for further ridiculing the women depicted in the  Gazette’s  cartoons.     

 Another tactic employed frequently by the Visitors to masculinize the 

image of their profession was to portray their work as being fraught with 

physical danger. In the initial decade aft er the passing of the Education Act of 

1870, when compulsory education was a new and unwelcome phenomenon 

in many working-class neighborhoods, one memorialist of the London 
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School Board claimed that both verbal abuse and physical assaults were 

common, albeit the former much more so than the latter.  89   Although the 

 School Attendance Gazette  reported only about a dozen assaults upon Visitors—

fully half of which occurred in London—between April 1900 and September 

1903, the editors portrayed such violence as ubiquitous. Dramatic stories of 

abuse, threats, and assaults upon Visitors appeared in nearly every issue. 

A 1903 excerpt from the  Leeds Daily News , reprinted in the  Gazette , reported 

that “the public  . . .  poke fun or throw fl at irons at them. Th e baiting of school 

attendance offi  cers has been reduced to a fi ne art in some of the slum districts, 

and the perils of a football referee are mild to the risks he has run.”  90   Taken 

altogether, the periodicals covering the issue indicated that verbal insults were 

common, but physical violence was relatively rare. But stories published in 

the  Gazette  gave the impression that Visitors braved the streets in constant fear 

for their safety, never knowing when an enraged parent would let fl y with a 

stone, an iron, a fl owerpot, or, as happened on one storied occasion, a dead cat.  91   

 For the Visitors, their portrayal of their work as physically dangerous was 

part of their broader struggle toward the interrelated goals of establishing 

their authority in domestic matters, their masculinity in their work, and their 

status as that of professionals within the educational hierarchy. Th e eff orts of 

Visitors to secure their recognition as professionals can be broken down into 

 Fig. 2.        “Fond Mother,”  Th e School Attendance Gazette , June 1902.    
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several specifi c campaigns for particular rights and privileges. In addition to 

independence of action from the demands of teachers, the Visitors argued 

primarily on two other issues of professional recognition. First, Visitors 

wanted a rationalized system of pay, promotion, and benefi ts in accord with that 

granted to other occupations with which they felt their work was comparable—

government clerks, for example. And second, Visitors wanted clear recogni-

tion of their authority, both by working-class parents and by other groups 

within the public education hierarchy. Authority over parents themselves was 

not the only goal in this campaign. Th ese men of humble origins, who oft en 

spent their days among the poorest of England’s people, also wanted fi rm 

recognition by middle-class educational authorities of their place within the 

ranks of the respectable lower middle class.  92   

 Visitors’ arguments for professionalization oft en appeared in what seem, 

at fi rst glance, to be rather unexpected places. When, in 1891, the London 

School Board convened a special subcommittee to investigate the administra-

tion of the attendance bylaws, it interviewed individuals from many diff erent 

levels within the educational system. Visitors, discussing how the current 

methods of enforcement could be improved, typically mentioned the mo-

rality of parents, the diffi  culties of their job, and the practical hindrances to 

their work. One Visitor, however, took an entirely diff erent tack. Mr. Dobson, 

formerly of the Royal Navy, instead asserted that the lack of employment in-

centives for the Visitors was a major obstacle to the execution of the atten-

dance bylaws in London:

  He entered the service [nine years ago] under the impression that 

he was to rise to the 1st Class, and there were probably 50 others in 

a similar position to himself, and it was his opinion, that the exist-

ing plan of promotion was incapable of distributing the emoluments 

of offi  ce with even-handed justice, and as a consequence thereof, 

there existed among the [attendance] offi  cers a solid and deep seated 

grievance, which urgently appealed to the Board for its redress.  93    

  Dobson’s complaints about the stagnation of the profession were not without 

merit. In the fi rst decade of its existence, the LSB granted pay raises to its 

Visitors on a fairly regular basis. In the 1880s, however, in response to a 

variety of developments both within the board and in the broader society, the 

career progress of the Visitors became much less consistent. With public 

pressure to reduce mounting costs, the concurrent ascendancy of the “eco-

nomical” Conservative faction into control of the board, the increase in the 

number of Visitors on the payroll, and an economic recession, pay raises and 
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promotions became less frequent. By comparison, even the lowest class of 

clerks employed by the LSB was still guaranteed annual pay increases.  94   In 

retrospect, the members of the LSB should hardly have been surprised when 

Mr. Dobson took advantage of this unique opportunity to express his profes-

sional concerns to the highest authority. In replying in this manner to the 

questions posed on attendance laws, Mr. Dobson was implying, furthermore, 

that the failure of the LSB to address the issue of promotion was not just a matter 

of pecuniary concern. Dobson was arguing that the board’s failure to regularly 

promote Visitors was a signifi cant hindrance to the attendance work itself. 

 Th e  School Attendance Gazette  was the most popular forum for the profes-

sional demands of the Visitors. Th is was, aft er all, the periodical of the School 

Attendance Offi  cers’ National Association, an organization whose purpose, 

since its founding in 1884, had been to promote and protect the interests of 

Visitors. In particular, the issue of pensions—referred to as “superannuation”—

was a popular topic of discussion. It was clear from the arguments made in 

favor of pensions that the Visitors viewed their role not as that of mere errand 

boys for the school boards. Th ey saw themselves as public servants of the state 

and therefore deserving of the same rewards as others who fell into this catego-

ry.  95   As one Visitor wrote, “Th e offi  cer who devotes the best years of his life to the 

public service, who practically has the care entrusted to him of safe-guarding 

the educational equipment of future generations, should be able when his hair 

is grey, his mind and body feeble, to receive a well-earned rest from trouble and 

anxiety, and is as deserving of recognition for his services as the policeman, 

soldier, sailor, or civil servant.”  96   Of course, members of the other occupations 

that this author mentioned were, at the time, going through their own struggles 

to establish their professional identities, but with the exception of the civil ser-

vant, they were all exclusively male employments.  97   Visitors’ explicit inclusion 

of their occupation among these others was an attempt to distance themselves 

from the working-class population among whom they performed their duties. 

 A rationalized system of pay, promotion, and pension would have given 

the Visitors some of the economic trappings of a white-collar profession, but 

they would not have fulfi lled their need for public recognition of their status. 

Th e men who worked as Visitors wanted such public acknowledgment both 

from working-class parents and from the school boards that employed them. 

Th e relationship between working-class parents and the Visitors was a complex 

one, but working-class respect for Visitors’ authority on the subject of children, 

home life, and labor was not a signifi cant factor in it, at least not from the point 

of view of the Visitors. Especially in the fi rst decade aft er the passing of the 1870 

Education Act, Visitors had experienced considerable diffi  culty just being 
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recognized as legitimate representatives of the educational authorities. This 

obstacle was compounded by the absence of an official uniform or badge 

of offi  ce. 

 In the latter part of the nineteenth century, working-class urban neigh-

borhoods were frequently canvassed by all manner of “outsiders,” from police 

and charity workers to traveling salesman. Some of these were more welcome 

than others. In one case, a Brighton Visitor was assaulted by a parent who, the 

Visitor later learned, had simply not recognized who he was and what orga-

nization he represented. In an account of the incident printed in the  School 

Board Chronicle , the Visitor suggested that an obvious indicator of his posi-

tion would prevent such misunderstandings in the future: “In conclusion, 

Mr. Bennett suggested that he should be provided with a uniform, to give him 

some appearance of authority, and let people know who he was, as he was 

frequently mistaken for an insurance agent, a tax collector, a tallyman, or a 

quack doctor, people declaring that they did not want any of his physic.”  98   

Judging by the catcalls, fl ight, or violent attacks that sometimes greeted the 

appearance of Visitors in the 1880s and 1890s, however, it seems that, aft er 

the initial years of introduction, working-class parents and children had 

little trouble recognizing the arrival of the “school board man.” 

 Beyond issues of public recognition in working-class neighborhoods, 

Visitors’ authority over parents was mitigated by several factors beyond their 

control, chief among them the attitudes of police court magistrates toward 

compulsory attendance cases. What was equally frustrating to the Visitors, and 

potentially more damaging to both the eff ective enforcement of the laws and 

their eff orts at achieving status within the educational hierarchy, was a lack of 

support and recognition from the school boards that employed them. Visitors 

felt that, for all their exhaustive work in an oft en hostile environment, they at least 

deserved the support of their superiors and an appreciation for their dedication. 

Instead of acknowledgment, the Visitors claimed, they received public criticism 

that undercut their moral authority, their autonomy, their honor, and their 

public reputation—four key elements of middle-class Victorian masculinity—

in the worst possible way. One Visitor described such a situation in detail:

  In one of the Divisions it is a quite common occurrence at the Notice 

B meetings for the offi  cial, even in the presence of the defaulting 

parent summoned to appear before the Committee, to off ensively 

call into question the statements and action of the visitor. I submit 

such is neither the time nor the place to administer rebuke even if 

deserved, or to pass any, much less brow-beating remarks, on the 
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conduct of any offi  cer. Such conduct is, in the highest degree, detri-

mental to the best interests of the work, and completely destroys the 

authority and infl uence of the visitor.  99    

  Th e Visitors accused the London School Board, in particular, of failing to 

give proper respect and appreciation to the Visitors who worked under it, and 

some were unable to contain their glee when the board itself faced dissolu-

tion. In celebrating the imminent disbanding of the LSB in 1904, one London 

Visitor wrote, “Attendance offi  cers are the basis of the whole system of School 

Board work.  . . .  Th eir work is the backbone of the whole system, yet their 

services are underrated and underpaid. Th e esprit de corps in some divisions 

is killed by unsympathetic offi  cialdom and automatic routine. Success can 

never follow in the wake of suspicion nor effi  ciency in that of mechanical 

government.”  100   Another London Visitor accused the LSB of basing the ap-

pointment of attendance offi  cers and their superintendents on personal poli-

tics rather than on qualifi cations for the post: “Th e candidate who has no 

practical knowledge of the work he will be called upon to superintend, stands 

the best chance—provided his politics are strictly orthodox—of receiving the 

appointment, and the logical consequence is blundering, bungling, and un-

satisfactory results.”  101   Th e solution this Visitor proposed, which was echoed 

by a number of his colleagues in other articles, was to place the Visitors under 

the direct authority of the Education Department. It is clear why the SAOs, 

considering their personal and professional goals, would have seen this op-

tion as quite a favorable one indeed. First, it would have granted them a level 

of independence far in excess of what they enjoyed under the authority of the 

school boards. And second, association with a national, rather than local, 

body of governance would have raised their status immeasurably in relation 

to other groups in the educational hierarchy. For London Visitors, this loft y 

goal would remain unfulfi lled. With the dissolution of the London School 

Board in 1904, the Visitors were brought under the authority of the London 

County Council, an organization of broader infl uence than the LSB, but still 

one whose auspices did not extend beyond the borders of the metropolis. 

 In their attempts to exclude women from state-sponsored social reform, 

to defi ne themselves as lower middle class, and to secure recognition of their 

work as both masculine and professional, School Attendance Offi  cers faced a 

diffi  cult task. To establish their work as most fi t for male professionals, SAOs 

advocated social distance, bureaucratic methods, and, when necessary, legal 

coercion. According to the Visitors and their superintendents, the inherent 

weakness of women’s morality, their inability to serve as legal representatives 
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in the courts, their lack of professionalism, and the ubiquitous physical dan-

ger of attendance work made it unsuitable for women. To perform their 

duties successfully, however, and to counter the hostility of working-class 

parents, criticism from other members of the educational bureaucracy, and 

public vilifi cation by opponents of compulsory education, SAOs rapidly in-

tegrated the established approach of middle-class women’s volunteer philan-

thropy, which stressed persuasion, knowledge, and personal connection with 

working-class parents. Th ese latter methods were dependent on both the 

“natural” affi  nities of women and the disparity in social status (and therefore 

moral authority) between middle-class female reformers and working-class 

parents. Th e modest social origins of the men who became SAOs, men who 

were oft en drawn from the artisan class, were of little help in this regard. 

 As a substitute for the putative advantages of gender and social position 

that middle-class women enjoyed in their dealings with working-class parents, 

SAOs constructed an ideal of masculinized domestic moral authority. In com-

mittee meetings, reports, and the pages of the SAO’s professional journal, the 

Visitors and their superintendents asserted that the failures of working-class 

women’s domestic morality and the subsequent degradation of the home could 

be ameliorated only by the intervention of professional, male reformers. Armed 

with their diverse employment experience, their physical fortitude, their moral 

rectitude, and the strength of character that came from their struggles against 

adversity, SAOs would uplift  the working-class home and interrupt the cycle of 

moral degradation that would otherwise curse all succeeding generations. 

In doing so, the Visitors aimed to prove not only that this was employment fi t 

for men, but that the men who performed it possessed qualities that elevated 

them, morally and socially, above their working-class charges. State-sponsored 

social reform, they asserted, required the character, background, and moral 

authority that only the “right sort of man” possessed.  102     

   University of Northern British Columbia    
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